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AB ST RA CT

In this paper we examine sentiment analysis on Twitter data. We are using polarity feature
to examine the polarity between [-5,5] and second is frequency feature to examine how
many times the word is repeating. This analysis utilises the naive Bayes Classifier to
classify Tweets into positive, negative or neutral sets. Further classification is in to
extremely negative and extremely positive sets. We present experimental evaluation of our
dataset and classification results. A case study is presented to illustrate the use and
effectiveness of the proposed system.
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INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis is a relatively different area, which deals
with extracting user opinion automatically. An example of a
positive sentiment is, “natural language processing is fun”
similarly, a negative sentiment is “it’s a terrible day, we will
stay here at home”. There are many sentences which do not
show any expression, such as news headlines, for example
“company shelves wind sector plans”.
There are different ways in which micro blogging data can be
increased to provide a better understanding of user opinion
such problems are at the core part of natural language
processing (NLP) and data mining research.
It is done to find the polarity of the words. Apart from this it
classifies the emotions of the state in various categories such
as sad, angry, and happy. Sentiment analysis determines the
attitude of the speaker and their emotional state. Analysing
tweets means to understand the feelings of the writer and what
they think about the related topic. It includes the opinions on a
variety of topics, discuss current issues, complain, and
express positive sentiment for products they use in daily life.
Sentiment analysis grouped in to three main categories:1.
2.
3.

Knowledge based technique
Statistical approaches
Hybrid approaches

Knowledge based technique works in the IF THEN rules. It
searches particular types of words based on that it classifies
the text. Words like happy, sad, afraid, bored etc are the
identifier of the particular emotions.

Statistical method take advantage from machine learning such
as latent semantic analysis, support vector machines, bag of
words and semantic orientation that is Point wise mutual
information. In more precise way to detect the holder of a
sentiment i.e. the person who maintains that affective state
and the target i.e. the entity about which the effect is felt.
Hybrid approaches takes advantage from both machine
learning and elements of knowledge representation like
ontologies and semantic network to detect semantics that are
expressed in tenuous manner.
keywords - natural language processing, data mining,
emotions, latent semantic, support vector machines
Related Work
Applying sentiment analysis on Twitter is the upcoming trend
with researchers recognizing the scientific trials and its
potential applications. The challenges unique to this problem
area are largely attributed to the dominantly informal tone of
the micro blogging. Pak and Paroubek rationale the use micro
blogging and more particularly Twitter as a corpus for
sentiment analysis.
Micro blog data like Twitter, on which users post real time
reactions to and opinions about “everything”, poses newer
and different challenges. Some of the early and recent results
on sentiment analysis of Twitter data are by Go et al. (2009),
(Bermingham and Smeaton, 2010) and Pak and Paroubek
(2010). Go et al. (2009) use distant learning to acquire
sentiment data. They use tweets ending in positive emoticons
like “:)” “:-)” as positive and negative emoticons like “:(” “:(” as negative. They build models using Naive Bayes, MaxEnt
and Support Vector Machines (SVM), and they report SVM
outperforms other classifiers. In terms of feature space, they
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try a Unigram, Bigram model in conjunction with parts-ofspeech (POS) features. They note that the unigram model
outperforms all other models.
Specifically, bigrams and POS features do not help. Pak and
Paroubek (2010) collect data following a similar distant
learning paradigm. They perform a different classification
task though: subjective versus objective. For subjective data
they collect the tweets ending with emoticons in the same
manner as Go et al. (2009).
keywords - MaxEnt, unigram model, bigram model, parts of
speech,
Data Description
Twitter is a micro blogging websites that let the user to post
140 words long messages called tweets. Since there is a
restriction on the usage of words per tweet i.e 140 words, the
users frequently uses acronyms or intentionally omits some
alphabets to make words shorts. Facial expressions pictorially
represented using words and punctuations known as
Emoticons are also used widely in tweets. Targets are to refer
other twitter users using ‘@’ symbol. Twitter users uses Hash
tags to mark different topics using ‘#’ symbol.
Twitter API was used to acquire the tweets . Twitter has let it
data publicly available through Twitter API. The data is
collected by streaming the real time data and archiving it with
the use of Streaming API. We gathered a sample of 600
tweets based on a particular topic. The Tweets retrieved also
contained languages other than eliminated languages. The
Remaining tweets were marked as positive negative or
neutral. The Tweets that were not understood by human
annotator were also eliminated.
keywords - emoticons, targets
Resources
The main resources used area List of words with polarity, an
Emoticon Dictionary and an acronym dictionary. The list of
words(AFINN-111 Dictionary) contains 2490 words collected
through an online source rated for valence with an integer
between minus five (negative) and plus five (positive).

Polarity
3
-2
-5
5
3

170 emoticons that were listed on the Wikipedia along with
their facial expression and meaning were labelled in the
Emoticon dictionary. Each emoticon was labelled from the set
of labels Extremely negative, Extremely Positive, Positive,
Neutral and Negative.

Polarity
Positive
Extremely Positive
Negative
Extremely Negative
Neutral

rofl

Polarity
administrator
As soon as possible
Oh my god
laugh out loud
rolling over floor
laughing

keywords - emoticon dictionary
System Architecture and Processing
Pre-Processing of Tweets
The Pre-Processing of tweets is done in the following steps.
Tokenization-Tokenization is one of the most basic, yet most
important, steps in text analysis. Tokenisation is the process
of splitting a stream of text into sub stream which is known as
token. Tokens are usually words or phrases. While this is a
well understood problem with several out-of-the-box
solutions from popular libraries, Twitter data pose some
challenges because of the nature of the language. Emoticons
are replaced with their corresponding polarity using emoticon
dictionary. URLs are replaced with |U| and tags are replaced
with |T|.
Normalization- In normalization process the abbreviations
present in the tweets are noted and are replaced by their
translations using the acronym dictionary (ex- BRB-> Be
Right Back). Informal Intensifiers such as all caps and
character repetition i.e a character appearing more than thrice
is also identified and reduced (for ex- coooooool is converted
to coool.).
Features
We use a variety of features for our classification
experiments. For the baseline, we use unigrams and bigrams.
We also include features typically used in sentiment analysis,
namely features representing information from a sentiment
lexicon and POS features. Finally, we include features to
capture some of the more domain-specific language of micro
blogging.

To identify a set of useful n-grams, we first remove stop
words. We then perform rudimentary negation detection by
attaching the word not to a word that precedes or follows a
negation term. This has proved useful in previous work (Pak
and Paroubek 2010). Finally, all unigrams and bigrams are
identified in the training data and ranked according to their
information gain, measured using Chi-squared. For our
experiments, we use the top 1,000 n-grams in a bagof-words
fashion.
Lexicon features
Words listed the MPQA subjectivity lexicon (Wilson, Wiebe,
and Hoffmann 2009) are tagged with their prior polarity:
positive, negative, or neutral. We create three features based
on the presence of any words from the lexicon.

Table 2 Emoticons Dictionary
Emoticons
: �) :) : o) :] : 3
: �D : D8DxDXD
: �= : = = = = < =3
D : D8D =DXv:vDx
>:)B)B�) :) : �) >

Acronym
admin
asap
omg
lol

n-gram features

Table -1 AFINN-111 Dictionary
Words
Adore
Aggressive
Bitch
Breathtaking
Celebrate

Table 3 Acronym Dictionary

An online source was used for gathering a list of acronyms.
About 5000 acronyms were detected along with their
translations. For Example lol is translated to laugh out loud.

Part-of-speech features
For each tweet, we have features for counts of the number of
verbs, adverbs, adjectives, nouns, and any other parts of
speech.
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Micro-blogging features
We create binary features that capture the presence of
positive, negative, and neutral emoticons and abbreviations
and the presence of intensifiers (e.g., all-caps and character
repetitions). For the emoticons and abbreviations, we use the
Internet Lingo Dictionary (Wasden 2006) and various internet
slang dictionaries available online.

the two sources of training data are complementary may
depend on the type of features used. Our experiments show
that when micro blogging features are included, the benefit of
emoticon training data is lessened.
keywords - tagger, whether, lessended

Reference
1.

keywords - tokenization, normalization, intensifier
Case Study
This section will show the results of the classifiers and the
analysis carried out on a case study. With the above described
software, it is possible to obtain some training sets for the
classifiers. In our case study, they consist of:



56000 instances (polarity)
16000 instances (subjectivity)

2.

3.

These instances have been obtained by exploring more than
60 channels on the social network. In the generated models,
the selected features are consistent with our expectations: the
typical expressions of a certain feeling (such as smileys, or
some words that express appreciation or disgust) show a
higher probability of belonging to the class of that feeling,
rather than to the class of the opposite sentiment.
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The obtained results by the classifiers using cross validation
(with folds = 10) on the training sets showed an accuracy of:



7.

72.35% (polarity classifier)
73.60% (subjectivity classifier)

These results show that the model of the classifiers contains
effective features for the recognition of the sentiment of a
message.
The case study that was considered in this work was the
recent demonetization in India.
The total of 2000
experimentation.

tweets

were

collected

for

8.
9.

10.

the

For evaluating the performances of our system, we conducted
a simple survey through a group of persons in our department.
In this way, we selected and classified 100 messages that
show a clear opinion on the singer. Then, we used those
messages as a test. The results of the classifiers showed an
accuracy of 84% for the polarity and 88% for subjectivity.

11.

12.

13.

keywords - training set, accuracy

CONCLUSION
Our experiments on twitter sentiment analysis shows that
part-of-speech features may not be useful for sentiment
analysis in the micro blogging domain. More research is
needed to determine whether the POS features are just of poor
quality due to the results of the tagger or whether POS
features are just less useful for sentiment analysis in this
domain. Features from an existing sentiment lexicon were
somewhat useful in conjunction with micro blogging features,
but the micro blogging features (i.e., the presence of
intensifiers and positive/negative/neutral emoticons and
abbreviations) were clearly the most useful. Using hash tags
to collect training data did prove useful, as did using data
collected based on positive and negative emoticons. However,
which method produces the better training data and whether
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